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Listening to Yara’s words, Yvonne sneered as well as stated, “Your cash is going out, isn’t it?” 

” So what? Do I require you to fret about it? Don’t be funny. In my eyes, you are just the 

person in charge of Western City, so you do not need to care about anything.” Yara claimed 

with a smile. 

Just recently, she had invested a lot of money without any fears, because the Hannigan 

family members would appear sooner or later, as well as she would get wed eventually. Now 

she simply spent a couple of million yuan, so it was not a big deal. 

” You won’t comprehend the life of a rich person like me even if I clarify it to you, so you 

would certainly better help the Sue family truthfully.” 

” I hope you can get what you desire. Best of luck.” Yvonne said. 

” Ha.” Yara sneered and also said, “Forget your sanctimonious blessing. I recognize that you 

envy of me in your heart. There is no requirement to conceal it. Any individual with a 

discerning eye can see it.” 

 

” Yes, I do covet you. There are so many brands that I can not manage to put on,” Yvonne 

claimed. 

Seeing Yvonne soften as well as showed an appearance of envy for hers, Yara was a lot 

more obsequious. She deliberately reached out her hand and revealed the arm band. She 

said, “Although the arm band is not worth a little money, it was offered by a rich family. 

The significance is different. Do not stress, if you can’t wear a brand in the future, you can 

concern my house to grab the one I do not desire. I had actually worn it, it is also a large 

brand as well as you can not afford it for the remainder of your life.” 

 

” I appreciate your generosity.” 



The family members just had a dinner event on the family members day. After the lack of 

the old lady, the atmosphere of the dinner celebration became even more various. 

Along with Yara’s displaying, Harvey also pretentiously discussed the future growth of the 

Sue family members. He additionally said that in the future, Yara would certainly allow the 

Hannigan household invest in the Sue family, which made a group of relatives very happy. 

The extra powerful the Sue family was, the even more advantages they can get. Therefore, 

these family members not only fawned on Harvey but also Yara. When it comes to Yvonne, 

who supervised of Western City, they were completely considered as clear. 

When it was almost lunch time, a group of people pertained to the rental property. A 

noblewoman walked in the middle with a cold character. They didn’t know her, they had 

seen the person next to her, the Sue household had seen prior to. 

Back then, it was him who had appeared with an engagement gift that would make the 

various other’s eyes jealous and also had blown up the Sue household’s online reputation. 

” Today, he turned up once again. Is the Hannigan family ultimately below?” 

Evaluating by the worthy lady’s character, she needs to have come from a worthy family. 

Could it be that she was an elder of the Hannigan family members? 

Yara, who remained in an excited mood, unconsciously obtained her make-up mirror to 

check out herself. This lady was most likely to be her future mother-in-law. She needed to 

leave a good impression on her! 

” Excuse me, who are you?” As the principal of the Sue family, Harvey smoothly stood and 

asked. 

The comer was Gina. After hearing Harvey’s words, she claimed gently, “You don’t need to 

know that I am. What you just require to understand is that the betrothal gift was sent by 

me.” 

Harvey had thought it, he couldn’t aid however be moved after Gina said these words. After 

awaiting as long for the Hannigan family to finally show up. 



If Yara wed right into the Hannigan family members, the Hannigan family can purchase the 

Sue family previously. As long as he had the support of such a rich family members, he 

would not care about the project in the west of the city. 

During that time, Yvonne’s position in the Sue family members would be as low as he 

wished to, as well as he can kick her out easily. 

“Please sit,” Harvey fast stated. 

 


